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Why is Communal/District heating specified? 

A constant supply of heat is required in multifamily houses for hygiene and comfort. 

Centralised heating plant serving many customers is Communal Heating (CH). When the 

heating plant is also remote from the dwellings, it is known as District Heating. From this 

plant, the energy is transported to each customer via hot flow & return water pipes. CH can 

facilitate connection to low carbon heat sources. CH can help deliver peak energy demand, 

or absorb excess energy from renewable power sources. Individual gas boilers & pipes are 

the alternative strategy. However these can be complex to install, especially in tall 

developments. CH can avoid some of this complexity. EU energy policy encourages CH. It 

is strongly favoured in UK Carbon compliance tests. So, it is so predominant in major 

developments in dense areas. We have been working on a residential scheme in London, 

UK. Referred to as ‘the London scheme’. A CH system was required. Due to the exacting 

energy modelling of PH, this was an opportunity for us to explore and refine the design of 

the system to achieve its practical maximum efficiency. We cover some of the most 

important design factors. 

The effect of CH on PassivHaus 

By connecting the plant room to every apartment with flow and return pipes, CH systems 

become very extensive. This inevitably causes significant heat loss from the pipes that is a 

heat gain into the space, or lost to the environment if the pipes are external. In any well-

insulated building, or PassivHaus, this is an energy & financial cost and a summer 

overheating risk. CH systems are not yet commonplace in the UK, with many being 

commissioned in the last 10 years, so the market is not especially experienced. The 

national compliance tools alone do not give designers insight into the consequences of their 

decisions [Blackwell 2013]. The UK market has found it difficult to design and operate 

efficient CH systems. Typical distribution efficiencies in the UK are 68% to 34% [BRE 2016]. 

This is approximately equal to 317-615W distribution loss per customer. 

Cost-the annual pipe losses for these figures are ~ 2,800-5,000 kWh.a per customer; at a 

typical consumer cost of 0.08€/kWh heat [WHICH 2015], the distribution pipe losses 

increase the annual bills by €190-390 per apartment, compared to the alternative. 

Comfort- If we assume 85m² TFA per apartment, this is 33-59 kWh/m².a of extra heat gain. 

In a building that has been carefully designed to minimise heating demand to 15kWh/m², 

then the pipe losses have introduced 18-44 kWh/m².a of excess heat that must be disposed 

of. If the designer has not allowed for this, it can lead to significant overheating discomfort. 
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Primary energy- Take a boiler efficiency of 91% and PE factor of 1.1 for gas. We estimate 

an additional 3kWhPE/m².a for CH primary system pumping. So, introducing a typical CH 

system increases the primary energy by 43-75kWh/m².a. On the London scheme, this made 

it challenging for the building to achieve the PE 120kWh/m².a limit. 

 

Figure. 1 Losses breakdown by component for a modern medium-

rise housing scheme (2012); 3 blocks; Single riser. 

Figure.2 Heat Interface Units (, 

Indirect HIU; 2b Below, Direct 

HIU (SAV)  

Origins of losses 

This is highly dependent on the specifics of each system. However, as an example, Figure 

1 breaks down the losses, as calculated, by each network component for a reasonably 

modern & efficient housing scheme (2014) (355W calculated distribution loss per 

customer). The two main contributors of heat loss in this scheme are 45% from the 

horizontal pipes (“laterals”) between riser to customer, and 33% losses from the Heat 

interface unit (HIU); This is the heat exchanger and control unit, which is supplied to each 

customer (Figure 2).  
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Designing a low loss system 

We used the PH model and our own analysis to optimise the design for the CH system for 

the London scheme. The detailed design was completed by the dedicated contractor team. 

Here we describe some of the most important factors that are in the designer’s control. The 

cumulative effect of these changes was modelled in PHPP, as scenarios (Table 2). 

Figure 3. Floor plans showing effect of riser & HIU 

position on pipe length. Top to bottom: 3a single 

riser, very long laterals to HIUs placed near external 

wall; 3b single riser, shorter laterals; 3c multiple 

risers, shortest laterals 

 

 

Figure 4. Multiple small pumps in parallel; 

pump head protection bypass (if required) in 

plant room, via side stream filter; remote 

pressure sensing. 

 

Scenario 1 – Lean design of pipe risers and laterals   

The most important aim for the designer is to reduce the pipe length. This requires 

engagement with the architect at the earliest stage, as space must be made for multiple 

risers with heat interface units located adjacent. See Figure 3.  

Scenario 2 – Quality of install 

Often insulation is poorly installed or missing, or supports are not thermally broken. 

Naturally this will increase heat loss, by an amount that is hard to quantify objectively. The 

full length of the pipework, including bends, accessories, valve and pipe supports, should 

be thermally- broken, insulated with full-thickness insulation and completely foil wrapped. 

Scenarios 3 & 4- Temperature regime 

Flow temperatures should be as low as possible while achieving the required service 

(usually 50C at the hot water tap) and space heat. This requires minimising the number of 

heat exchange processes between generation and service, i.e. direct connection as far as 

possible. For hot water, 1no heat exchanger is the minimum. It requires a high capacity 

heat exchanger in the HIU. For space heating, it is possible to directly connect each 



customer to the primary system (Figure. 2b). This also provides a capital saving of €6/m². 

Emitters should be large-sized radiators, or underfloor heating. UK legislation for control of 

legionella normally requires hot water delivery at >50C. With a minimum delta temperature 

across the heat exchanger of 8C, this sets the minimum possible LTHW flow temperature 

(>58C).  

Return temperatures should be kept as low as possible. This can be hard to achieve and 

maintain. It requires well commissioned heating circuits, quick-response control valves, and 

an active approach to identifying and reducing bypass flows. The latter is best achieved 

using networked heat meters installed to each customer. Poor selection & control of the 

boiler and pump can cause excessive flow during low-demand periods, leading to elevated 

return temperatures. Multiple smaller boilers and pumps in parallel, as figure 4, allows lower 

modulation and so better control under low-flow conditions. Some circulation pumps are 

approved to run against a closed head. If not, closed head pump-protection may be 

required which is best provided in parallel to the pumps (Fig.4). In this arrangement, the hot 

bypass route is short, and there is no increase in return temperature to the boilers. The best 

pump control is achieved via a remote differential pressure sensor.  

Scenario 5- Lean load estimation and Pipe diameter 

Engineers typically take a risk-averse approach by significantly over-sizing plant and 

pipework. [COLE 2017]. This approach may well ensure sufficient heat is available during 

the middle of a very cold winter, but often causes inefficiencies for the rest of the time. 

Over-sized pumps and boilers can’t modulate down to serve the zero-demand period, which 

is in fact the most common mode of operation (~40% of the year) [GURU 2016]. By 

accurately quantifying the diversity of demand, using the Danish method for system sizing, 

the boilers, pumps, and pipes are not oversized [CIBSE 2015]. Using the Danish method for 

load estimation, and by sizing the pipes to run at high pressure drops, the pipe diameter & 

therefore heat loss can be reduced, see table 1. The Swedish DHA F:101e method is 

leaner still. 

Table 1: Recommended lean sizing of pipes for good control and heat loss [BSRIA 2002]  

A further advantage of this lean-design approach is that by reducing plant capacities, pipe 

lengths and diameters, capital cost is also reduced. If long laterals are unavoidable, 

consider installing hot water cylinders in the apartments, which are recharged twice per day. 

The lateral pipes are allowed to cool in between times. 

Scenario 6- ‘Keep hot’ mode on HIU 

In order to give good service, it is expected that hot water is delivered <30 seconds at the 

tap. If the lateral pipe length is long (Figure. 3a & 3b), the HIUs will certainly require a 

continuous trickle flow of heat to ensure this, known as ‘Keep hot’. The cost of this is 

Pipe diameter, mm Pressure loss, Pa/m Velocity, m/s 

<15 >350 <1 

15-50 350-300 0.75-1.15 

>50 200 1.25-3.0 



increased heat losses, and a slightly increased return water temperature. If the pipe laterals 

are short (figure 3c), the ‘Keep Hot’ may be turned off. Main risers are kept warm by 

temperature controlled bypass (figure 4) or, by activating Keep Hot on the top floor only. 

Most HIUs include mechanical control valves, although models including electronic valves 

are becoming more common. Electronic valves allow keep hot control that can be switched 

on/off as required for good service, or for regular flow for good water quality. 

Scenario 

Continuous 
Distribution 

losses; 
Primary 

system (& 
change) 

Losses 
("DHW 

circulation" + 
"Storage") 

Useful 
cooling 
demand 

All Primary 
Energy, PE 

Capital cost, 
compared to base 

case 

 W/customer kWh/m².a kWh/m².a kWh/m².a  

Base case- uninsulated pipe 
supports 

811(-) 67 20.4 239 As base case 

Scenario 1: As above except: 
Change pipe distribution 
from as Fig. 3b to as Fig. 3c 

493 (-318) 51 6 175 

Reduce pipe length 
by 24m/customer. 
Reduce base cost 

by €16/m² TFA 

2: As above except: Change 
insulation installation quality 
from uninsulated to 'Good' 

313 (-100) 32 3.6 138 
Significant increase, 
difficult to quantify 

3: As above except: Change 
temperature from 80/60 
Flow/Return to 70/40 F/R 

240 (-73) 25 2.5 122 As base case 

4: As above except: Change 
temperature from 70/40 
Flow/Return to 58/38 F/R 

176 (-64) 18 1.7 109 As base case 

5: As above except: Change 
pipe sizing parameter from 
200 to 300 Pa/m 

174 (-2) 18 1.3 109 

Reduce all pipe 
sizes by one size 
Reduce base cost 
by €1.7/m² TFA 

6: As above except: Change 
keep hot from ON to OFF; 
change temperature from 
58/38 Flow/Return to 58/33 
F/R 

99 (-75) 10 0.9 94 

Increased cost for 
electric control 

HIUs. 
Increase base cost 

by €7/m² 

Table 2: System design choices for the London scheme, all as modelled in PHPP 9.3. The UK typical 

(poor) experience is between base case & scenario 1. The UK typical (good) experience is equivalent 

to 2. Legacy Danish systems are around equivalent to 1 [FORDHAM 2012] 

4 Delivering improvements in practice  

The challenge for designers is primarily about early communication of the design 

constraints and then quality control over a protracted procurement period.  

Communicate the design constraints  

At the first opportunity, the designer must engage with the key design decisions, examples 

are listed in Table 2 above, and communicate the effects of this to the architect and client. 

Once the floor plate design is fixed, the overall pipe length cannot easily be reduced. 



Quality control 

In order to control quality through to completion, a simple reliable test of the as-built 

performance is necessary. The inclusion of networked heat meters for each customer, and 

at the plant room, will facilitate this test. Once the CH system has been completed, but 

before the building is handed-over or occupied, the system shall be run to mimic normal 

operation. This shall be measured & used by the certifier to verify the inputs into the as-built 

PHPP  

Use the metered data to demonstrate: 

 System ability to deliver required heat & hot water during peak operation. Measure 

flow rate & temperature & return temperature over >30 minutes. 

 Ability to deliver heat in a controlled way during 'normal' zero-demand conditions 

(distribution loss only). Measure flow rate & return temperature over >3 hours. 

 Distribution losses match design, no greater than 10% larger. Subtract the amount of 

heat released by the HIUs from the heat issued from the plant room, over 24 hours. 

 Measure water velocities at full, part & low load, to verify pumping energy estimation. 

For pipe installation quality, we have proposed a thermographic imaging survey of the 

distribution systems. This shall be used to identify missing or poorly installed insulation. 

Conclusions 

We quantified the impacts of CH in efficient buildings. We quantified the impact of 5/6 

design choices on comfort, cost and energy. Impact on PE can be as high as 145kWh/m².a 

extra through ill-considered design. We have outlined a method to improve early stage 

design, and to verify as-built PHPP calculations. The design of the London scheme is a 

good example of CH design. It is an exemplar for the as-built testing process.  

We propose measureable & achievable KPIs for ‘Good’ CH schemes. The values proposed 

are to be tested against exemplar schemes: 

 <50W per customer continuous distribution loss between plant room and HIU;  

 <30m total distribution pipe length per customer.  

 <38kW HIU rating for a 1 bathroom property; demand calculated on Swedish Curve 

(e.g. total heat load >3kW per apartment for schemes >60 units).  

 VWART<40C; aka the Volume Weighted Average Return-water Temperature, which 

can be calculated with relative ease from metering data over a period, say 24 hours. 

 Bypass flow < 5% ie flow that is unaccounted for by the HIUs.  

Finally, we should note that the occupant is unlikely to engage with any of the above. Their 

metrics will be: am I warm enough, can I have a hot shower, and does it cost less to run 

than a gas combi boiler. This is how success will ultimately be judged. 
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